
DD SuperLight Frontline Hammock
Ultralight version of popular Frontline Hammock

Incorporating the same basic design as our best-selling DD Frontline Hammock, the DD SuperLight 
Frontline Hammock is made from a lightweight ripstop nylon and has only one main layer. Together with 
our Whoopie Suspension Kiit including DD Hammock - Karabiners, Tree Huggers and Whoopie Slings, this 
hammock is not only great value but the ultimate expedition hammock for those on the trail.

SIZE: 
2.7m x 1.4m 
(comfortable for people up
to 6ft 5in and 125kg)

PACKED SIZE: 
24cm x 14cm x 6cm

WEIGHT: 
620g 
(excluding webbing & poles)

COLOUR: 
Olive green

Specs Features

• Breathable, single-layered design made with our DD 
SuperLight material 

• Ultra-fine built-in mesh mosquito net: zips closed and it offers 
protection against all insects (including the Scottish midge!) 

• 2 x 60cm foldable lightweight spreader poles and 2 x 2m 
lengths of elastic to suspend the net 

• 4 internal pockets to store small valuables 
• 4 tabs on each corner of the base - to peg out, suspend 

equipment from or to fit a DD Underblanket 
• Pre-fitted with DD Complete Whoopie Suspension Kit
• Stuff sack 

Breathable

Pockets

Ultralight

Knot free system

Versatile

Bug proof



How does it work?
Sleep 100% bug-free with the SuperLight Frontline’s insect net zipped up, or simply unzip both sides and roll up 
to secure out of the way. Alternatively, suspend the hammock with the net on the bottom to lounge out in the sun!

Find out how to set up your hammock Watch a brief Intro Video Visit our Hammock FAQ

Bug free hammock

Basic open hammock 

Mosquito Net rolled up

To suspend the mosquito net:
Connect the segments together on both poles, and insert them into 
the channels on either side of the mosquito net. 

Tie off the supplied elastic cord to the central loop on the outward-
facing side of the pole channel, and tie off the other to the hammock 
suspension, tree or other attachment point. 

Repeating this process on the other side, unzip the net, and climb in 
for a bug-free night's sleep.

If you want to get the bug net completely out of the way, you can 
simply remove, or amit the poles entirely and flip the hammock over 
so the net is on the bottom. An ideal set-up for insect-free conditions!

Using it this way you can also use it as a seat during the day.

For easy access to the hammock, you can unzip the mosquito net, 
before gathering the net together at the top of the poles. 

Completely insect and mosquito free sleeping system

Set-Up Options


